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Manifesto Point
To support the CEO to
write and have in
place by June 2020
the new University Of
Lincoln Student Union
Strategy 2020-2024

To lead and support
on 3 campus wide
campaigns with 60%
of students being
aware of all 3
campaigns as
measured in the new
‘Member Insight
Package’
To continue to work
and lead on facilitating
student discussions
regarding the
disaffiliation of the SU

Updates

Progress this month:
Plans for next month:
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In regards to the new strategy writing this month, myself, the CEO and deputy CEO have
spent the majority of the month actually travelling to other institutions including one of the
University’s partnered universities. From these travels, we are gathering as much
information as possible to bring back to our Students’ Union to implement into the
strategy. From travelling this month, we have identified key elements which could enhance
our Student Voice, student wellbeing and student accommodation concerns.
Plans for next month include working with WONKHE on gathering information on other
European institutions and creating ways in which student voice and feedback determine
elements of the new strategy.
This month for the campus wide campaigns, myself and the team have been creating
events for our yearlong ‘loneliness campaign’ where we allocated a simple but very
effective Christmas film night at the Swan. This was an incredible dry event to host where
we saw just over 30 students gather. We also created our ‘mean girls – candy cane’
giveaway as a part of this campaign. December sees the most people lonely due to the
festive period so that’s why we focused especially on this campaign including putting on
our yearly London Trip on boxing day.
The plans for next month is to start plans on our Environmental campaign where we will be
using our students’ comments and suggestions from the previous workshop. This may
include looking at zero plastic shops, trips and looking at our carbon emissions.
This manifesto point has now been completed with the Students’ Union now not affiliated
with the NUS, however, we can still work in partnership with them. From the NUS
referendum outcome, we held student drop ins to talk about the outcome and to give
suggestions on how the referendum can be done next time if one is needed. We had
several students attend who all came with great ideas and suggestions which we will be
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from NUS, as agreed
by the ULSU Board of
Trustees

To create a Sports
Performance pathway in
partnership with ‘Sport
Lincoln’ stakeholders

Progress this month:
Plans for next month:

implementing where needed. I want to say a personal thank you to all who attended
these.
For next month we will now be concentrating on relationships with other organisations
who will be representing us and talking to students about where the financials will be
going from the money saved.
This manifesto point has already been completed a few months back.
The Plan for next month is the same as this month, keeping an eye out on how the
sessions are going and promoting the sessions with the VPA.
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